Boosting iteration = 12

LLB

RBA, eps=0.01, time=0.07
Boosting iteration = 16

LLB

RBA, eps=0.01, time=0.07
Boosting iteration = 20

LLB

RBA, eps=0.02, time=0.07
Boosting iteration = 26

LLB

RBA, eps=0.03, time=0.08
Boosting iteration = 33

LLB

RBA, eps=0.04, time=0.08
Boosting iteration = 54

LLB

RBA, eps=0.08, time=0.09
Boosting iteration = 112

LLB

RBA, eps=0.18, time=0.12
Boosting iteration = 233

LLB

RBA, eps=0.31, time=0.28

margin

margin
Boosting iteration = 297

LLB

RBA, eps=0.34, time=0.51
Boosting iteration = 483

LLB

RBA, eps=0.48, time=0.56
Boosting iteration = 615

LLB

RBA, eps=0.48, time=0.56
Boosting iteration = 784

LLB

RBA, eps=0.48, time=0.56